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Third Meeting held on 23 January 1947 at 2:45 p.m.

Chairmen: Mr. R. J. Shackle.

The Sub-Committee discussed the Summary Report of its first meeting

(E/PC/T/C.6/6).

Article 15, National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation

was approved as given in the summary report with the following changes

in the text:

Paragraph 1 - no change;

Paragraph 2 - no change;

Paragraph 3 (a) delete words inside brackets;

(b) add "to" after "accorded" in line 2;

(c) delete the comma after "product" in line 7;

(d) delete "s" in requirements" and replace "are' by "is"

in line 12;

The text given in quotation marks at the bottom of page 4 was adopted and

now becomes paragraph 4, and paragraph 4 becomes paragraph 5.

New paragraph 4, last line: correct "Article 25" to "Article 24".

The Sub-Committee found that the new paragraph 4 meets the reservations

of all delegations except that of New Zealand whose "film hire tax"

presents a special problem not covered by the present text of this

paragraph. The Sub-Committee could not agree, however, to insert the word

"taxation"', and therefore the Delegation of New Zealand agreed to prepare

a statement with reference to special requirements of New Zealand film
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imports for the inclusion in the final Report.

Paragraph of the original text was deleted on the understanding that

a new paragraph, as suggested by the Delegate for the United States, be

inserted under Article 83 as number 5 which would cover the original point

in question for the entire Charter.

The words "subsidiary Governments" in this new paragraph wire not

deemed entirely satisfactory, and were referred to the Legal Drafting

Sub-Committee for clarification.

The Sub-Committee next considered the report of the second meeting

(E/PC/T/C.6/W.13) . . .

Article 16: Frub-Committee,sit. nraT2hs-to 3 TheS

afte-smnkin- winor chandes (Zee belo-), deciae. that both texts, A end B,

should be cubnittel mo the full Drafting Cormittee.

Text A rewarring to goods only, ims preferred to text B which also

inclIred neans oa transportation that mn become the concern of.other

international agencies.

Changes in Text A;

(a) p'rlaoaph 1, line 1: deete.comma after "goods";

(b) pararrn 1, last line: substitute "goods pass" for "transit
takes place";

(c para-raph 2, "ine"6: insert "on"! b"etween "or" and any;

(d) :paraomaph 3, line"22 delete "s" in 'customs".

Changes in text B:

(a) pararaph 1, line 6: substitute "traffic passes" for "transit
takes place";

(b) paragraph 3, line2: delete "s" in "customs".

The Sub-Conmittee then resumed its conesidiration of the rmalning

paraCraphs 4-o (1/C/T/C.II/54/Rev.j.)
rarasrapps . and 5 were ap-roved with the prfvnsl thex in the :ihajt t6it

the wo-? "goods" vould be substituted for "traffido' if text A is a cpted by

the fall Drafting Committee.

bThe Belgium.LuxemDurg
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The Delegations of Belgium-Luxemburg and of the Netherlands felt that

their comments (a) under paragraph 5 should be omitted from the final report.

The reservation made by the Delegate for the Union of South Africa

given in (b) under paragraph 5, though considered, could not be dealt with

in the absence of that delegation.

Paragraph 6 was discussed at length. The Sub-Committee adjourned

before deciding whether to delete this paragraph entirely or to find a

suitable amendment.


